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Outline
•

What is ‘new’ in atmospheric science?

•

How can that be structured to form a strategy / approach?

What is new in atmospheric science?
From yesterday

Science issues
1. Stratosphere-climate links, including stratospheric ozone recovery
2. Climate variability (composition and dynamics)
3. Air quality
Relevant points
1. Timescales of interest
2. Other measurements and integration systems (Copernicus)
3. Identifying strengths / niche for balloon measurements
4. Curiosity driven science
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1. Timescales of interest
2. Other measurements and integration systems (Copernicus)
3. Identifying strengths / niche for balloon measurements
4. Curiosity driven science

Selected points from 2009 review
1. No over-arching scientific issue
2. (Limited) range of main launch sites and balloon types
3. Climate change is dominant (but v. broad topic)
4. Early planning for international campaigns – involve scientists,
funders and operators
5. Joint scientist/operator infrastructure would help this
6. Involve ESA (somehow)
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Catoire - The Future: Strong scientific rationale

Plenty of important, exciting science - a lot driven by CLIMATE CHANGE:
Ø Stratospheric dynamics & chemistry-climate coupling: ozone recovery:
decadal changes, feedbacks (e.g. chemistry, circulation patterns)
Ø ‘Monitoring’ water vapour and other climate-sensitive species in the UTLS
and stratosphere
Ø UTLS – sensitive region for radiative forcing, strat.-trop. exchange,
mesoscale processes and their role for the global scale
Ø ‘Long duration’ flights for studying UTLS dynamics (e.g. QBO) or/and
mimicking satellite missions
Ø Bridging gaps between satellite missions
Excerpt from H. Oelhaf’s talk, HEMERA KOM, 2018
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Catoire – Dynamics-Climate Interactions: understanding
& predicting extreme events linked with climate change
To understand / predict extreme events and the link with climate change
What are the influences of
- Polar Frozen-In AntiCyclones of tropical origin (FrIACs)
- Sudden Stratospheric Warmings (SSW)
- Gravity waves
- QBO (Quasi Biennial Oscillation)
on
- Stratospheric air mass circulation,
- Mixing and distribution of trace gases & aerosols,
- Chemistry and ozone balance
à Need for balloon measurements in winter and spring in polar
and EQUATORIAL REGIONS
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Catoire – Chemistry-climate interactions: success for
the Montreal protocol for ozone layer protection but
increasing influence of climate on UTLS

Influenced
by:

Halogen sources only

Super-recovery?
Fleming , ACP 2011; Portmann, Roy Soc 2012

The increase in GHGs causes ozone to
increase or decrease
à Complex impact of each GHG on T strato &
chemical cycles
à GHG to follow in detail at all
9
altitudes/latitudes in the stratosphere:
balloons measurements
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Catoire – Chemistry-climate interactions: Biomass
burning impact on the stratosphere
Location of biomass fires over 1 year Smoke plumes in October

Coupling to convective episo

Convection Fires

à Fires: Major and growing source of trace gases
and aerosols in the equatorial troposphere
à Which trace gases injected? In what quantity?
à Which contribution to the budget in Chlorine &
Sulfur in the stratosphere and main source of
solid aerosols in the stratosphere on a global
scale?

à Need for balloon
measurements in
equatorial regions

Herzog: Some thoughts on future long-duration
balloon activities
Scientific motivations
Upper-air winds (WMO ECV) are poorly observed in the Earth atmosphere
§

few measurement above cloud top and away from NH mid-latitudes

§

successful ESA Aeolus spaceborne wind lidar mission (end 2022, not yet
operationally assimilated in weather models) is demonstrating the positive
impact of better wind observations for meteorological forecasts
Þ

Operational weather centers want additional wind observations in
wind-void areas

Þ

Strateole 2, Loon balloons and Aeolus follow-on

Þ

Long-duration balloons can fulfill (part of) this observation gap
l
l

Improve meteorological forecasts and satellite cal/val
Collect high-resolution datasets for advancing our understanding of
key climate processes

Herzog: Some thoughts on future long-duration
balloon activities
Toward a permanent fleet of long-duration balloons (Loon already does)
§

Associated technological developments
l
l

l
l

Longer duration (>1 yr) to minimize balloon numbers and costs
Altitude excursion capabilities to steer balloons and keep them
above targeted regions (e.g. Tropics)
Profiling instruments to improve scientific return per flight

Associated requirements
l

l
l

Stronger cooperation between balloon operating agencies (e.g.
CNES), NWP centers (e.g. ECMWF), third-party space agencies
(e.g. ESA, Eumetsat)
Lower flight cost: use more COTS, series rather than prototypes
International agreement on overflight of scientific balloon flights
(that conform with ICAO rules)

Camy-Peyret - Possible science and satellite validation
project with mid-duration flights from Esrange/Kiruna to
Northern Canada.
• Use “big” BSO (803Z) with a payload (pointed gondola) accommodating
several instruments (possibly GLORIA-B, HALESIS, REFIR-PAD,
MicroCarb, Canadian instruments, …)
• Combine in situ, nadir, occultation, limb remote sensing instruments
• Make sure that the instruments are operating at the time (and location) of
the satellite overpasses
•

Possibility of vertical excursions for vertical profile determination

•

In a 5 days balloon mission, more than 8 crossing for one LEO satellite
(Metop-A,B,C, Sentinel 5P, 5) ® many possible coincidences

•

Potential to embark dropsonde system (see Concordiasi or Strateole 2)

•

Need international partnership between scientific teams (synergies) and
with agencies (CNES, DLR, ESA, EU Copernicus, Eumetsat)

So, what do I think? General topics
1. Climate studies:
• many types of measurements are needed
• long-term records (stability is critical)
• measurements of climate phenomena from days to years
• remember the Tropics
2. Air quality
• what is role of balloon studies in lower troposphere? Niche
needs to be found within existing system
3. Improved weather forecasting
• Winds in data-poor areas
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Role for ballon -shows
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• Winds in data-poor areas
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So, what do I think? General topics
4. Sondes will play a role
• combined and solo payloads
• rapid response (volcanoes, unusual events,…)
• science-driven, e.g. Indian monsoon
• use solo payloads in networks (active and passive coordination)
• remember the Tropics
• who is best placed to launch them?
• scientists, met agencies, balloon operators
• Potential is clear – optimal use not clear to me? - opportunities

MATCH Lagrangian approach
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So, what do I think? General topics
5. International perspective
• does it add to the science to have an international activity?
• is it practical to make it an an international activity?
• cost (time): benefit analysis!!
• essential for many studies (local collaborators)
• takes time and effort
• avoids balloon science becoming exclusive to the few countries
with balloon research programmes

So, what do I think? General topics
6. Role for private sector players
• is Loon really private sector?
• can Loon provide medium-long term stability for a system?
• what is the role for ‘public sector’ entities?
• will other players take a similar role?
• space instruments are moving into the commercial sector….

So, what do I think? General topics
7. For someone entering the field
• what area interests me?
• what role could I play?
• what about my (future?) institution, country..?
• how can using balloons help my career?
• does using them sound interesting?
• what other tools could I use to answer the same scientific questions?

Possible ways forward
1. Can continue with national projects in a few countries with existing
balloon programmes.
2. In order to optimise the contribution for balloons, a scientific strategy
could be developed to underpin balloon science for next 5-10 years.
3. Preparation would need leadership from scientists with real support
and input from operators, data users, international programmes, and
funding agencies.
4. Should identify role for ground-based, aircraft, satellite, etc, but be
balloon-centric for pragmatic reasons.
5. HEMERA could initiate/promote this.
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Things to keep in mind – sustainability
1. recovery should be mandated
2. alternative to He should be found
3. minimise the operational carbon footprint – including travel
4. ……

